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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel process failure mode and effect analysis
(PFMEA) approach for the reliable design of assembly activities to prevent product defects due to
errors during the assembly of complex products. PFMEA is approached as an integrated method that,
in addition to implementing recommended actions, supports the design of worksheets, equipment,
and layout of the assembly lines of complex systems, early in the design phase of the product. As
a result, the innovative design-job element sheets (D-JESs), which report work instructions to the
operator for assembly cycles, are defined before the design of the production and assembly process.
The modification of the PFMEA structure, the implementation of proper recommended actions, and
the designs of D-JESs, equipment, and assembly layout, early in the design phase of the product, are
the novel contributions of the paper. The integrated method assures to effectively design the assembly
process directly during the product design to avoid errors that could promote dissatisfaction of the
end-users. It is practical to use and does not require large investments, implementation of new
technologies, or complex additional training. Its practical application is demonstrated using a case
study concerning a manufacturer of train wagons via manual assembly lines.

Keywords: FMEA; job element sheets; build-in reliability; assembly lines; complex products

1. Introduction

The philosophy of build-in reliability (BIR) is widely adopted by current manufac-
turing industries, as customers demand greater reliability for all products [1]. The BIR
principles are used during the early stages of product development (i.e., design and indus-
trialization) to ensure that both wear-out and special failure mechanisms are eliminated
(or strongly reduced and controlled) from the useful life of the product. Specifically, BIR
describes the entire set of tools that support product and process design to ensure that
customer’s expectations for reliability are fully satisfied throughout the whole life of the
product. In other words, BIR is a systematic, streamlined, concurrent engineering program
in which reliability engineering is weaved into the total development cycle. BIR process
encompasses a variety of tools and practices and describes the overall order of deployment
that an organization needs to follow to design reliability into its products.

In reference [2], Mettas presents an interesting discussion concerning tools and tech-
niques in support of product reliability improvement breaking down the BIR (or design
for reliability, DFR) process into six key activities, which are: define, identify, analyze and
assess, quantify and improve, validate and monitor, and control. By dividing the process
into these activities, analysts can identify and group the different tools, and provide a
roadmap that can easily be followed, as well as easily mapped into a product development
process. Understanding when, what, and where to use the wide variety of the available
reliability engineering tools will help to achieve the reliability mission of an organization.
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This aspect is becoming more important with the increasing complexity of systems often
characterized by low volume, high variety, and low production rate. In this context, it is far
less expensive to prevent problems early in product development than fix problems after
production launch. In other words, to properly implement BIR, it is necessary to identify
the various possible failure modes associated with a product or a service.

A systematic tool of BIR that can present this peculiarity is the process failure modes
and effects analysis (PFMEA). A very important aspect of the BIR project includes the
PFMEA as a tool generally used to examine how the reliability of a product (or service) can
be guaranteed during the manufacturing and assembly processes. If correctly applied [3],
PFMEA is an important tool able to emphasize how the manufacturing process can be
improved to ensure that the assembly operations are accomplished as intended in a safe
and reliable manner, with minimal downtime, scrap, and rework [4]. Although PFMEA
is a well-established method extensively used in a variety of industries [5], it can present
important shortcomings related to the fact that it is applied during a preliminary stage of
product development. In this phase only product design data, not yet consolidated, are
available. This aspect implies difficulties in the execution of the PFMEA. For example, in
reference [6], Teng and Ho present some of these problems:

• It can be difficult to use the PFMEA information in the overall quality system operation
to achieve the goal to improve the product/process design;

• It is not always clear which activities in the process are the most critical to monitor
and control;

• It is not easy to define a well-trained and balanced team. There are problems related to
the cooperation among team members, especially when they have different personal
backgrounds and come from different functions;

• The representation of the cause and the effect chain is not always clear;
• There are difficulties at the co-ordination level.

In addition, if a product is complex, the number of possible failure modes can be great,
rendering PFMEA too large to be practical. Probably, the timing of the PFMEA process
at the design stage can be considered the main critical aspect of this tool. According to
this, in reference [7], Johnson and Khan propose a case study for PFMEA conducted in
150 supplier companies of the automotive industry showing that most of the surveyed
suppliers see PFMEA as additional administrative work which wastes a lot of time and
gives back few benefits.

In order to overcome these aspects, several authors have suggested integrating the
FMEA tool with other methods (see, for example, [8] and [9]). More recently, in refer-
ence [10], Spreafico et al. analyzed a representative pool of scientific papers (220) and
patents (109), to overview the evolution of the methods and to try to understand whether
they effectively improve it. A summary classification of the integrated tools and techniques
developed in complex systems, that can be useful to solve the problems cited above, is
reported as follows:

• Root cause analysis [11] and Ishikawa diagrams [12] to facilitate the cause and effect
representation to better understand the failure behavior of components in the system;

• Introduction of infographics [13] to represent the results and the relations among the
identified failures;

• Mathematical and statistical methods (i.e., Fuzzy logic [14]) to overcome the drawbacks
of diversified and imprecise judgments when team members have different expertise;

• Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method [15] has operated through the analysis of
the requirement alternatives from a customer perspective helping PFMEA to identify
the associated risks for the alternatives.

It is possible to observe that all these methods and tools offer integrated solutions
useful to face narrow and specific problems: they make it possible to obtain satisfying
accuracy but unfortunately with a large increase in complexity and effort. Furthermore,
they increase the difficulty to manage (i) large bills of materials that mutually interact in
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complex systems and (ii) product assembly instructions in early design stages based only
on design (i.e., limited) information. Hence, these integrated-approaches risk oversizing
an analysis that, due to its simplicity, should help the analysts to identify and correct
the failure modes that have a detrimental effect on the system and to guarantee product
reliability during the stages of production.

In this paper, we present a novel method to overcome these limits proposing a revised
general PFMEA method that can be adopted and deployed with a few modifications across
different industries in a way that will fit well into the overall Product Development Process.
The novel approach can be systematically applied as a support tool to define the product
assembly instructions in early design stages supporting the design of the job element sheets,
of the equipment, and of the assembly line layout.

A job element sheet (JES) is a document that provides detailed information to support
the successful execution of a specific and consolidated job element [16]. JESs are used in
Lean manufacturing companies to obtain fundamental standardization and continuous
improvement [17]. In this manuscript, JES is opportunely renamed design-job element
sheet (D-JES) to highlight the fact that D-JES is designed when the production and assembly
process has not yet been started, being based only on design data. The purpose of the
D-JESs, which summarize all essential information obtained during PFMEA, is to overcome
the gap between engineering information and shop floor knowledge. They are complete
sheets located at the assembly stations and can be used as useful support for the operators
so that the assembling operations can be correctly executed. Hence, the realization of D-JES
is an important outcome of the PFMEA, which supports the product development from the
design phase. So, the problem-solving activity is surely more helpful and effective because
there are more margins of modifications during the design phase.

In order to fill the crucial gaps stated above, the main challenges addressed by the
paper are the following:

• To propose a novel PFMEA approach for the reliable design of assembly activities to
prevent product defects due to errors during assembly of complex products;

• To propose an integrated method that in addition to implementing recommended
actions, supports the design of worksheets, equipment, and assembly line for complex
systems, early in the design phase of the product;

• To propose a practical-to-use method, which does not require large investments,
implementation of new technologies, and complex additional training.

The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, the background for the
proposed methodological method is provided. A practical application is commented on in
the third section using a real industrial implementation concerning a manufacturer of train
wagons via manual assembly lines and is presented within the paper as a case study. Finally,
the fourth section is devoted to conclusions and proposals for future possible developments.

2. Methodology
2.1. General Procedure

The novel procedure that is proposed in this paper is based on the traditional PFMEA
whose main objective is finding and correcting weaknesses of the product before it gets
into the hands of the customer [4].

“(P)FMEA is one of the most used root-cause problem-solving tools with cause and
effect (CED) diagram, interrelationship diagram, current reality tree, and the 5-Whys
analysis [18]. Different from other more sophisticated problem-solving techniques, the
PFMEA does not involve advanced statistical tools and is particularly suitable to be
integrated into several industrial contexts. An Ishikawa diagram, i.e., a CED diagram, does
not single out the root cause of the problem because all causes look equally important.
Effort can be wasted on identifying causes that have little effect on the problem. The lack
of rigor is the main drawback of the 5-Whys analysis, as the analysts are not required to
test for sufficiency the root causes generated. In reference [19], Latino et al. stated that
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people tend to use this tool as individuals and not in a team, and they rarely back up their
assertions with evidence.

In our study, PFMEA was conducted in collaboration with different expertise to
validate the failure modes found during the analysis. Therefore, to maintain operational
simplicity and speed in carrying out the analysis, mathematical and statistical approaches
have not been used and more complex techniques have not been considered. Nevertheless,
the purpose for which we use this tool in our approach offers a guarantee of its adequacy.

Specifically, PFMEA is approached as an integrated method and tool that, in addition
to implementing recommended actions, supports the design of worksheets, equipment,
and assembly line layout of complex systems, early in the design phase of the product.

For this reason, it is necessary to integrate conventional aspects of PFMEA based
on the probability of failure, the chance of non-detection, and severity with technical
considerations such as components involved, tools, and equipment used in the production
process. The production and the assembly process are studied before the PFMEA. The
decomposition of the manufacturing process is divided into the following steps (Table 1):

• Identification of the specific steps of the manufacturing or assembly process for
analysis purposes. System steps are defined by a set of activities belonging to the
same operational area (i.e., acceptance and storage, production and design stage, and
quality control phase);

• Where appropriate, splitting of process steps in activities/tasks (where a task is a
set/group of elementary activities), and finally in elementary operations.

Table 1. Example of identification and decomposition of the specific steps for a process failure mode and effect analy-
sis (FMEA).

Process Step Activity/Task Elementary Operation

1.1 Material acceptance and storage

1.2 Visual inspection of the packaging
in acceptance

1.3 Temporary storage of goods in
a pre-area

1.4 Acceptance check

1.5 Warehouse storage 1.6 Movements of goods to the storage
1.7 Storage of goods in the warehouse

The decomposition of the production and the assembly process must be well known
and available during a PFMEA for the following reasons:

• The decomposition gives the sequence to properly conduct the analysis: in this way, it
is carried out according to the sequential order in which the elementary operations
are executed within the process step under consideration;

• Each step of the analysis takes on well-defined boundaries. This aspect is not a limit
of the method because, during the analysis of a step, it is always possible to annotate
considerations that regard other tasks and elementary operations.

2.2. General Procedure

Once the decomposition is performed, the PFMEA analysis can be started. Many
published standards cover the scope and general procedure of FMEAs. Table 2, which is
inspired by Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) [20], can be used to conduct this
analysis, pursuing our goals of proper implementation of the methodology and giving
regularity to the analysis. The PFMEA is divided into six steps presented in the sequence
they should be developed to fill the columns of the table in an orderly and identifiable way.
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Table 2. Table used to conduct the analysis.

Elemen-
tary
oper-
ation

Function Componen-
tsinvolved

Equipm-
ent

/Tools

Potential
failure
mode

Potential-
effects

of
failure Se

ve
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ty Potential
cause of
failure

O
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e Current

controls
(Preven-

tion)

Current
controls
(Detec-
tion) D

et
ec

ti
on

RPN
Recomme-

nded
actions

STEP 1. Clear explanation of the function of elementary operations
In this step, a clear definition of the function of all the elementary operations involved

in the process is required. A “function” is what the operation is intended to do, usually
under a given standard of performance or requirement. This is the primary purpose of the
manufacturing or assembly operation. Identifying the function of the elementary operation
is fundamental since it allows recognizing the cases in which the operation is not carried
out correctly and, consequently, the effects of such failure.

STEP 2. Identification and explication of the components involved in the elemen-
tary operations

The components that are involved directly in the operation and that can be indi-
rectly affected are identified. The identification and explication allowed highlighting the
components that, directly or indirectly, can fail if the operation is carried out incorrectly.

STEP 3. Definition of equipment and tools
This column contains all the tools and equipment available to complete the elementary

operation. This aspect is useful for finding alternative tools or equipment to lower the
likelihood of making mistakes during the operations.

STEP 4. Identification of potential failure mode, failure effects, and causes of fail-
ure events

A “failure mode” is how the item or operation potentially fails to meet or deliver the
intended function and associated requirements [4]. An “effect” is the consequence of the
failure on the system or on the end-user. The “cause” is the specific reason for the failure,
preferably found by asking “why” until the root cause is determined. For PFMEAs, the
cause is the manufacturing or assembly deficiency that results in the failure mode.

STEP 5. Evaluating the risk level for each failure and ranking the failure for the
criticality assessment

Traditionally, the criticality evaluation to prioritize the failure modes of the product
or system under analysis is executed by developing a risk priority number (RPN). To this
purpose using linguistic terms the chance of the failure mode occurrence (O), the chance of
the failure being undetected (D), and the severity of its failure effect (S) are evaluated on a
numeric scale from 1 to 10. Well known “conversion” tables (see, for example, [4,20,21]) re-
port the typical basis for the linguistic judgment scales used to estimate the three quantities
which are used to calculate the RPN value as follows:

RPN = O · D · S (1)

STEP 6. Writing the recommended actions
Recommended actions are the tasks recommended by the team to reduce or eliminate

the risk associated with potential causes of failure. In identifying the recommended actions,
the team should consider existing controls, relative prioritization of the issue, and effective-
ness of the corrective actions. Then, the team should assign the recommended actions to
the person responsible, to efficiently execute them. RPNs should be recalculated after the
implementation of the corrective actions to check their efficiency and to control whether
the risks have gone down.

2.3. Definition of the Design-Job Element Sheets

JESs consist of a set of work procedures establishing the best methods and sequences
for each process and each worker, where a job element represents a minimum action or
group of actions required to advance the job or to add value to the product [16].
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Traditionally, a JES (Figure 1) is a module, usually paper-based, that provides detailed
information to support the successful execution of a specific job, listing what to do (impor-
tant steps), how to do it (key points), and why to do it (reasons). A key point is defined as
any part of the important step that can make or break the job, injure the worker, or make
any part of the important step easier to do [17]. JESs are tools for the lead, supervisor, or
manager of that area, and they are placed facing away from the operator to facilitate the
manager’s easy access to the information [16].
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JESs are designed when the production and assembly process have already been
designed, representing the culmination of the Lean production process. For this reason,
in comparison with the traditional JES, the modules here proposed are named design-job
element sheets (D-JESs) (Figure 2) to highlight the fact that the production and the assembly
process have not yet been designed. D-JESs are work instructions that guide the operator
in the correct fulfillment of all the assembly operations by making available all the key
information collected during the PFMEA analysis.

D-JESs, in analogy with JESs, are divided into steps, where each step is an elementary
operation. Elementary operations and key points are used to facilitate understanding
as well as a way of standardizing the format. The actions that are recommended with
PFMEA could be interpreted as key points indications to complete the various elementary
operations. In addition, columns highlighted in Table 2 have been studied to record the
sequence of the job, to diagram the operator movement, to incorporate material usage and
flow, and to estimate the expected time for the elementary operation.

D-JES should be posted in the work area to ensure that the work is always done in the
same way, regardless of the operator who executes it.

Therefore, D-JES can include one or more drawn schematics, put hand sketches,
diagrams, parts, or layouts.
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The D-JES proposed in this paper has several benefits, in comparison with the conven-
tional JES (Table 3):

• It provides, for each activity, a continuously updated module that contains all the
fundamental assembly information collected during PFMEA analysis, about the ele-
mentary operation, components involved, tools, equipment, and safety aspects;

• It supports the operators to the fulfillment of all assembly operations;
• It is a useful tool for fast and effective training and a synthetic way to standardize the

work optimizing the skill transfer to new employees;
• It permits establishing a starting point from which it is possible to improve.

Table 3. Summary comparison between job element sheets (JESs) and D-JESs.

Job Element Sheet Design–Job Element Sheet

Steps Logical segment of the operation when something
happens to advance the job Elementary operations

Key points
Any part of the process that can make or break the job,
injure the worker, or make any part of the important
step easier to do

Recommended actions

Used by Tool for the lead, supervisor, or manager of that area

Work instructions that guide the operator in the
correct fulfillment of all the assembly operations by
making available all the key information collected
during the PFMEA analysis

Illustration Drawn schematics, pictures,
photographs

Drawn schematics, put hand sketches, diagrams,
parts, layouts

The last point requires further consideration. The main aim of this integrated approach
is to achieve a more reliable, efficient, and standardized production and assembly process.
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So, it is necessary to proceed with a continuous updating of the D-JES modules whenever
feedback from the field is collected.

3. Case Study

In this section, to demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of the novel method-
ology here proposed, it has been applied to an industrial case study which refers to a
company that produces and assemblies train wagons. In particular, the integrated PFMEA
approach proposed in this paper has been recognized by the company’s top management
as a valid method and tool for the analysis of the procedure and risk assessment which
can offer critical assistance to analysis and support the design of the production and as-
sembly process. Under a potential out of service, the train access door was selected for the
analysis as a critical component (Figure 3). Train doors are “pocket doors”, and they are
equipped with mobile retractable steps to compensate for the horizontal gap between train
and platform.
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The PFMEA methodology was conducted within a workgroup led by a responsible
production manager. The team was composed of academician personnel and company
experts in different areas such as design, manufacturing, material handling, quality, main-
tenance, and logistic suppliers. The group has worked for six months, mainly through
roundtable discussions. During meetings many different and qualitative technical opinions
and judgments have been collected. Then, the responsible production manager assured that
the right scores were correctly collocated into occurrence, detection, and severity columns.
A brief description of the technical data used to assign the different scores and then to
evaluate the RPN is reported in the following:

• The chance of failure (occurrence) is evaluated as a function of the mean time between
failures (MTBF) (Table 4). The few available MTBF values collected in the past by the
company are then integrated by the experiences of the team personnel;

• The chance of non-detection is evaluated adopting the scores reported in Table 5. The
scores are defined following the experiences of the maintenance staff. It is evident that
the more visible a failure is, then the more the probability of detection grows;

• The severity of the failure effect is calculated adopting the score reported in Table 6.
As one can see, the linguistic judgments are completely devoted both to operator
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and user safety aspects and to customer dissatisfaction (out of service of the vehicle).
More specifically, faults, besides creating malfunctions and disruptions, can also have
important effects on the safety of operators during assembly operations and on train
users. As an example, loosening or falling of the door leaf can compromise the safety
of the operator and/or the end-user. Consequently, the severity index was conceived
taking into account the company’s sensibility towards safety issues and compliance
with the law.

Table 4. Summary comparison between JESs and D-JESs.

Occurrence Rank MTBF Occurrence Rate (%)

Remote 1 >10 years <0.001
Low 2–3 2–10 years 0.001–0.01

Moderate 4–6 6 months–2 years 0.01–0.2
High 7–8 3–6 months 0.2–1

Very High 9–10 <3 months >1

Table 5. Ratings for the detection of a failure mode.

Detection Rank Criteria

Very High 1–2 The process controls almost certainly detect the presence
of a fault

High 3–4 The process controls have a good chance to detect the
presence of a fault

Moderate 5–6 The process controls can detect the presence of a fault

Low 7–8 The process controls have a low chance to detect the
presence of a fault

Very Low 9 The process controls probably will not detect the
presence of a fault

Extremely Low 10 Absolute certainty to not detect the fault

Table 6. Ratings for the severity of a failure mode.

Severity Rank

The nature of the fault cannot cause any noticeable effect to the vehicle and/or
to the performance of the system 1

The nature of the fault does not cause any problem or unimportant damage to
downstream operations 2–3

The fault causes serious problems to the downstream processes, causing possible
stop of the production system 4–6

The fault will cause an out of service of the vehicle or a performance degradation
within the field of legal regulation but however, it does not affect the safety or

compliance with the legislation
7–8

The fault causes the vehicle to stop, or it compromises the vehicle safety and/or
compliance with the law 9–10

During the train door analysis, many activities with high-risk rates have been inter-
cepted. If they are incorrectly executed, the operation of the component can be inhibited,
or the production process can be slowed down. Over 200 lines of PFMEA module have
been filled and 91 different recommended actions (Figure 4) have been submitted to their
respective experts to correctly achieve the intended elementary operations making produc-
tion and assembly processes more efficient. Generally, corrective actions should be taken
at any time, but in this specific case study, the team decided to apply them when RPN or
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severity indices exceed 100 and 8, respectively. These situations can be possible when a
product malfunction occurs and/or operator and end-user safety could be compromised.
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In addition, PFMEA analysis has been developed to design the D-JESs supporting the
design of worksheets, equipment, and layout of the train access door.

In Figure 5 the installation of the lateral edge profile is presented. The lateral edge profile
is a door component and it is made of an aluminum profile covered with a rubber profile.
The temporary removal of the rubber profile from the aluminum one, necessary to fix the
lateral edge profile to the door leaf, is presented. Finally, the rubber profile is put back on
the aluminum profile.
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Three potential error causes are highlighted in Table 7 and, consequently, different
separate PFMEA lines have been filled.
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Table 7. An example of a scheme to present process failure mode and effect analysis (PFMEA) results.

Process Step: Installation of Train Access Door
Process Activity: Installation of the Lateral Edge Profile

Elementary
operation Function Components

Involved
Tools and

equipment

Potential
failure
Mode

Potential
Effects of

failure
Severity

Potential
Cause of
failure

Occurrence

Current
design

controls
(Prevention)

Current
design

controls
(Detection)

Detection RPN Recommended
Actions Responsible

Removal of
the rubber

profile from
the

aluminium
profile

To allow
access to the

fasteners

Lateral edge
profile /

Train frame

Manual
operation

Damage of
the

aluminium
/rubber

profiles after
removal

No door
closing.

Inability to
manually
isolate the

non-
functional

door

8

Fatigue in
the

extraction of
the rubber

profile

5
No

preventive
action

Visual
detection

action
3 120

Delivery of the
profile in

rubber already
separated
from the

aluminium
profile

Manufacturing
Industrializa-

tion

Tightening
the

mechanical
connections

To ensure
the fixing

between the
mechanical
connections

Lateral edge
profile

To be
defined

Inadequate
tightening

No door
closing.

Inability to
manually
isolate the

non-
functional

door

8 Lack of
torque 2

No
preventive

action

No
detection

action
10 160

Design team
should apply
the tightening

torque
according to
document

(E02NAACB4)
pointing the
tightening
torque and
correct tool

(Torque meter
wrench TMW

320/250)

Design Team

Insertion of
the rubber

profile

To ensure
the surface
of the door
closure side

stop

Lateral edge
profile

Lubricating
oils

Use of
aggressive

oils

Damage to
the rubber

profile
which could
hinder the
closing of
the door

8

Lack of
supplier

check-list
reporting

correct
lubricating

oils

5 No
check-list

No
detection

action
10 400

To insert the
correct

lubricant into
the supplier
check list.

Supply
Management
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The corrective solutions report (i) precautions to be taken to properly carry out the
step, (ii) indications for the supplier documentation, and (iii) design requirements such as
tightening torques, tool to be used, compatible lubricants. All this technical information,
which involves different expertise (manufacturing industrialization, design team, and
supply management), are opportunely reported into the specific D-JES module. The D-JES
for the installation of the lateral edge profile (Figure 6) presents:

• The process, activity, and elementary operations involved in the production and
assembly processes and the approximate amount of time required for that process,
activity, and elementary operation;

• Tools and equipment used in the production process;
• Visual indications about tools, equipment, and documents that can facilitate/compromise

the job or injure the worker;
• Recommended actions for operators to avoid errors when working on a specific job;
• The minimum number of operators required for each operation.

In addition, the sequential number of the D-JES revision is reported. Thus, it is possible
to know how many D-JESs, related to the same activity, have been written. This information is
important to keep track of the necessary attempts to design and, subsequently, to standardize
the production and the assembly process.

The D-JES can include one or more attachments that report:

• The schematic layout of the plant, as envisaged when the D-JES is being drawn up,
with operator and material flows;

• Schematic sketches or 3D images of the product where the operator’s attention must
be focused during the execution of the job.

In Figure 7 the Attachment N◦4 referred to the insertion of the rubber profile of the
lateral edge profile is shown.
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4. Conclusions

Nowadays, BIR is becoming an essential requirement for product development. How-
ever, the task of BIR can be resource-intensive since root cause identification is necessary. If
a product is complex, the number of possible failure modes can be great, rendering BIR too
large to be practical. A systematic tool of BIR able of overcoming this complexity is the
PFMEA. In this work, PFMEA is approached as an operative tool able to bridge the gap
between design information and industrialization activities to support the design of the
D-JESs, equipment, and assembly line layout for complex systems.

The novel approach is characterized by several peculiar advantages. To begin with,
(i) the development of the D-JES(s), equipment, and assembly line layout for complex
systems during a reliability PFMEA analysis assures that the PFMEA is no longer seen
as an additional time-consuming administrative effort [7], but rather as a powerful initial
design tool for the industrialization process of the product. The novel method is very
simple and practical to use and does not require large investments, implementation of new
technologies, or complex additional training. It can be effectively adopted to improve a
product under development since the design phase, to support operators to the perfect
fulfillment of all operations. The philosophy of continuous improvement can be applied to
the determination both of product reliability and efficiency focusing on the various steps of
the manufacturing/assembling systems used to manufacture the products [1]. Finally, D-
JES, differently from traditional JES [16], provides, for each activity, a module that contains
all the fundamental assembly information collected during PFMEA analysis, about the
elementary operation, components involved, tools, equipment, and safety aspects. D-JESs
are conceived to support the operator during the execution of a specific job. To achieve this
goal, a continuous updating of the modules is required, every time production feedback
is obtained.

The effectiveness and the usefulness of the novel approach have been demonstrated
using an industrial case study about a train access door where a complete PFMEA analysis
has been carried out. Many corrective actions have been introduced within the company
to increase the reliability of the access door. D-JES modules have been created to support
the operator during the execution of a specific job. Hence, for each elementary operation
involved in the production and assembly process, tools and equipment, visual indications
that can facilitate the job, recommended actions to avoid job errors, and safety precau-
tions are recorded. According to the results obtained in the case study, the company’s
top management is now evaluating the possibility to extend the analysis to other train
critical components such as toilets, heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), and
fire systems.

Future activities of the present research will concern the definition of a new configura-
tion of the integration of PFMEA and D-JESs that can be effectively applied in industries
where the assembly activities are not always executed in the same way due to high possible
contingencies and variability of the allowable operations, such as in the assembly and
mounting of complex customized industrial plants at a customer’s factory.

Future activity can also concern the possibility to prioritize the recommended actions,
using not only the RPN but also other criteria, such as the economic aspect and the ease
of implementation, that are unavoidable to execute a rational and effective selection of
improvement activities.
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